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Change Ringing for the Future
“The regional conversations have begun!”

I

'm aware that many of you will have seen much about this
but I've condensed some of the recently distributed documents here. There's an article on Page 634 of the Ringing
World dated 19th June 2015 and further information can be
seen at http://cccbr.org.uk/future-of-ringing/
One of the key aspects of this Central Council initiative,
having taken into account the plentiful feedback for the
numerous Have Your Say regional meetings, was for Guilds/
Associations to consider working more closely together in
regions, to help each other and to link with the C.C more
effectively.
The proposed regions for England were based on those used
by the Heritage Lottery Fund, a possible funding source.
At the AGM of The Central Council of Church Bellringers
in May, members were involved in group discussions and
were asked to offer their thoughts, concerning their own
Association, about what's working well, what's not working
so well, what cross-boundary initiatives are happening nearby
and what are the cross-boundary opportunities.
1000 post it notes were gathered up and summarised. In general, 'though there was some scepticism initially, there was a
widespread view of the usefulness of the exercise. There is no
plan to reorganise formally around the groupings.
Seven proposals:
1. Going regional, to encourage sharing ideas and working
together
2. New format for the CC AGM meeting with more of a
conference feel
3. New website to attract prospective learners, linking up to
date information
4. Full survey of ringers to understand needs and priorities
5. Leadership training courses
6. New learner pack for recent recruits
7. Partnership with A.R.T., particularly on teaching and
recruitment.
The Central Council 's experience is showing that the
straightforward practicality of communicating and connecting with over 200 CC members is clearly easier via smaller
groupings.
Challenges that were fed back at the CC Annual meeting
were:
- towers falling silent
- not enough leaders

- Guild meetings following old style formats and badly attended
- gaps in key leadership positions
- I.T.T.S not being as successful locally as hoped
- communications needed improvement.
The biggest problem areas were seen to be recruitment and
retention, particularly youngsters. There's a need for more
leadership training.
On the other hand, things were reported as working well
in some areas, so there are ideas to help improve things by
working together, if a way can be found to harness people's
energy:
- teaching people the new way - with sessions specifically for
them
- local towers working together, within and across boundaries
- modernising the format of Guild events
- providing teaching and courses for all levels, co-ordinating
across boundaries
- special practices targeted at different levels of ringers, especially on 10/12
- regional striking contests to raise aspirations, especially
youngsters
- targeted quarter peals and peals.
Some striking contests are working very well, particularly
when they are focused on youngsters or other targeted groups
e.g. Ringing World National Youth Contest, National 12
bell, London 12 bell and regionally based 10 bell contests.
They help to generate a sense of community and to raise
aspirations.
The core issues facing each region were broadly the same. Interestingly, the size of the challenges and the openness of the
CC members to thinking "Regionally" was initially more
evident the further you travel from the south of England.
This could indicate a difference in timing connected with the
density of ringers, so we might want to get ready...
Our Guild was noted as having the most listed new initiatives as a result of our review and proposed Action Plan that's
being considered at our A.G.M. on 4th July.
The Principal Officers have been considering how members
might like us to move forward with this initiative. We feel
that with our Action Plan in place, hopefully on 4th July,
we will be in a reasonably good state to start implementing
many of the aims, assuming we receive support from mem-

bers and sufficient volunteers come forward to help generally
- at tower, District and Guild levels.
We cannot afford to be complacent though. We have a mind
to continue to discuss with the Central Council all options
that might benefit us and to initiate informal discussions that
are in the same (proposed) group i.e. East Grinstead, St Agatha, Guildford, Kent, Oxford Guild, Oxford Society, Oxford
University and Sussex.
At all times we can monitor progress overall and review how
we might use any of the benefits that are made available. We
could also be in a position to offer our ideas and support to
other Associations.
Please discuss this important and exciting topic between ringers in your own tower and area and let us have any questions
or feedback. Thank you,
Viv Nobbs - Master

could mess it up in the first place. I found this very useful as
I was worried that I wouldn’t be able to get the bell back into
control without hurting the learner or myself in the process!
The Sunday morning session was for Mentors only and
Sunday afternoon all of the Guernsey ringers came back to
do more of the same, tips and tricks to teach with. The Jersey
and Alderney ringers had to leave on the Saturday evening or
Sunday morning, but now Helen is able to teach the session
like Pip does she is going to finish the training in Alderney
and Jersey.
We were provided with plenty of tea, coffee and delicious
cake which helped us survive a very exhausting but exciting
and inspiring weekend.
We got the book of tips I already mentioned and a log book
which is a record of what I’ve taught and advice my mentor
has given me. I will need this to become accredited. There
is also a website with lots of things on it but to be honest I
haven’t got onto it yet as I’m still working on everything else.
This was a very interesting course to attend and I would do
odule 1 of the I.T.T.S. (Integrated Teacher Training
the course again as I feel there is still a lot I would get out of
Scheme) was held in the Channel Islands District.
it and I would strongly recommend it to everyone but a must
for all future teachers. It’s a fantastic foundation for people to
It was really good that bell ringers from all the Channel
Islands attended and we all found it very interesting and very build on and to become a teacher in your own way.
tiring!
The tutor, Pip Penny, came over from the mainland to run
the sessions. She’s a little ball of energy and she certainly wore
us out by the end. She is also someone who is very easy to
understand, very patient and able to explain things in another
way when I didn’t understand the first time.
he Winchester District’s Annual Meeting at Lockerley
The scheme splits people into two groups, Teachers and Menin February saw a surge in membership elections, with
tors. Teachers, are people who are learning how to teach bell
nineteen probationers and twenty new full members, a trend
handling and Mentors are people who can already teach bell
maintained at the May Quarterly meeting, with seven more
handling and are supposed to help and guide the Teachers to
probationers and four new full members (including two of
get better. The Saturday afternoon session, was for everybody.
February’s probationers). Our membership increases reflect
Pip taught us some ways of teaching each little part of ring- a number of initiatives across the District. Whilst, across the
ing a bell. She said that when a learner is doing something
District many towers have one or two learners, complete new
wrong, you stop, get them to practice just that little bit they bands are coming into being, at Cheriton under the guidance
are doing wrong, and then put the whole thing back together of Gareth Higgs, at Micheldever, under Gerry Cornick with
again. One of these was the hand-ring exercise which she
help from John Croft and for Houghton, being trained by
uses when a learner doesn’t pull straight down, another was
Jen Churchill at Lockerley and West Tytherley. At Winchesfor when a learner is gripping the tail end to tightly she gets ter Cathedral there are six learners, the youngest of whom,
them to pass the tail end back and forth between the ringer
Isobel Wolf is the most experienced and has recently been
and teacher whilst ringing the whole bell. We tried this, pass- raised to full membership, as were father and son Adam and
ing it between three of us, if felt very odd but we got used to Kai Gawne-Cain of Sparsholt, earlier in the year. Meanwhile
it. One of the skills was nibbling down a bell. I’ve done this at the College, there are eight probationary members, all
with children at Duncan’s Tuesday school practice and it went elected at the Annual District Meeting.
very well. I’ve not tried any of the others yet, but Pip gave us
Caroline Fairley recently addressed a whole-school assembly
a book which has all the tips in so when I feel ready to give
at St Swithun’s School, to promote ringing and to give notice
another one a go I can read up on it before I give it a go. Pip
of a joint initiative between Winchester College and St Switalso did some theory sessions. They were about how to talk to
hun’s, with teaching taking place on the College bells in the
the learner and give them feedback as they are handling the
autumn. And the Romsey Abbey band is staging an intensive
bell. I found that very difficult, particularly doing it with a
five-day course in August for young people starting from
ringer more experienced than me pretending to be a learner.
scratch. The four regular monthly training opportunities –
I was afraid of saying the wrong thing, or not saying some‘Beyond Bob Doubles’ and the 12/14 bell practice at the Cathing I should say. Pip was very good and gave advice on
thedral, both on the last Wednesday, Surprise Major on the
what things to say and what wasn’t as helpful. It’s something second Tuesday at Hursley and the Young Ringers’ sessions
I want to get more confident with before I teach someone all one Sunday per month, are to be joined by a Surprise Minor
on my own, but having people like Paul, Jane and Duncan to practice at Lockerley on the first Tuesday. Interest in the
watch whilst they are teaching is very useful.
theory and practice of ringing teaching is being maintained
Pip also showed us how the learner could mess up what they with one member of the District – myself – gaining Associate
Membership of the Association of Ringing Teachers.
are doing and showed us how to get the bell back into control and things we could do to reduce the chance the learner
Bruce P urvis

M

I.T.T.S. Module 1

Membership and Training
Initiatives in the Winchester
District

T
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“Master’s Madness”
Spinnaker Tower Abseil
I’ve been asked many times since 4th May
“Why did you do it?” I think “To encourage” sums it all up.
It all started with a great friend with
similar back problems to me who was just
recovering from surgery. She posted on
Face Book “I must have a BIG adventure this year - no ideas yet but it has to
be BIG!” Naively, I suggested she abseil
down the Spinnaker Tower and before I
knew it, I was to be doing it as well - I do
NOT like heights!
What I did discover though is that it
developed into a good deal more than a
personal challenge and a bit of fun. I’d
been aware of two great projects Ecchinswell Bell Restoration Trust and
Raise St. Peter’s, Ropley. I felt my abseil
attempt - if sponsored - might help
encourage the many folk involved and
putting much of their time and effort
into both projects..
So, as often as in our ringing, I needed to
believe to achieve, have the motivation
and then have a challenge; well, it was all
there and it helped me undertake, and to
be successful, in my abseil of The Spinnaker.

It was a great afternoon out with family and friends,
including ringers who had travelled some way to come
and support the event. Thank you, all for your support
including the sponsorship!
Funds raised to date are £ 400 so I’m very pleased with
the result.
So, who’s next then? :-)
Viv Nobbs
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The Lost Bells of Eling

O

n page 296 of “Ringing World”
number 5265, Dr. John Eisel, in one
of his fascinating articles, relates the story
of the theft of the treble bell from Church
of St. Nicholas, Cherington, Gloucestershire, in December 1831. Its discovery
in July at Church of The Holy Cross,
Avening, Gloucestershire led to the arrest
of three males, charged with theft of a
Cherington bell, value £20. Found guilty
at the August Assizes they were sentenced
to death. Modern day metal thieves might
have second thoughts if those magistrates
were still with us! Later, on giving his
“humane consideration”, judge Gurney
commuted their punishment from death
to six months hard labour.
At the Church of St. Mary the Virgin,
Eling, Hampshire, we have a pleasant ring
of eight, tenor 11cwt-3qt-4lb in F# (or
605 kg for those born after 1971!). The
front two augmented the original six to
mark the Queen’s Silver Jubilee in 1977.
Previously our Guild Bell Restoration Committee had been
allowed to rescue the clock bells from Church of The Holy
Trinity, Bournemouth, before the bulldozers moved in. The
biggest one became our 1 and 2, another Brockenhurst’s 1
and 2, another went to Upham and the last to Selbourne.
Our St. Mary’s original six was cast by Pack and Chapman
in 1775, and if we doubted the inscription on each bell we
could check with the original bill of sale, one of four old
documents hanging in a frame on the church wall. Though
it has faded in sunlight, I have tried to store this information electronically, taking advantage of the “Table” facility to
separate their columns of cwt.,qt.,and lb. from £. s. d.
Eling Parish in Hants, Mr. Robt Fabian,
Churchwarden
1775

24th

6th
5th
4th
3rd

July. To a peal of Bells
c. q. lb
12 1 16
9
1 25
7
3 10
6
3 15

2nd
1st

At £6 per cwt.
Wharfage,porterage
and supper
31st August
To Cash paid
Cartage of old bell

6
5

0
0

16
13

47

3

11

Per Contra
Vidt

4th April
By an old bell
4th Do.
3rd Do.
2nd Do.

£ s d
287 1 9¼
10 0
3 2

c.
10
7
6
5

grose
Old iron Staple
deducted

30

neat
At £4 16

30

31st Aug

By an old bell
grose
Old Iron staple
deduct
neat

5c
0

5

At £4 16
To ballance
£ 287 14 11¼

I note that the weights quoted, and paid for, in 1775 are
considerably higher than the weights currently appearing in
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that magnificently maintained “Dove on-line”, (dove.ccbr.
org.uk/home.php) :11-3-4, 8-3-5, 7-1-18, 5-3-6, 5-3-0, 4-3-20, 4-2-3, 3-1-4.
This, and three other documents in the frame, were discovered in 1901 amongst a mixed up bundle of 95 documents,
stuffed in a wooden box in the room below the bell chamber.
The oldest dated back to 1670 and luckily this discovery
was made by the Vicar, Rev. Thomas Thistle, M.A., Corpus Christi College, an amateur historian who wrote many
articles for “The New Forest Magazine” and “The Hampshire
Field Club” as well as “Extracts from Eling Church Records”.
It is possible to deduce from the bill of sale that the six new
bells were replacing an older ring of five.
Usually, unless one is lucky, details of the
previous ring are lost forever. Not only
do we know the five weights, but another
document gave the inscription on the
q. lb.
2 12
previous third:3 27
“To the Church I do you call, And to the
1 20
3 4
grave I summon all”
3 7
This previous third later required recast14
ing and now bears the inscription:2 21
“T Mears of London fecit 1832”
£147 6 0
The second old document in the frame
provides more treasurers. Headed “The
0q 6lb
Parish of Eling, Hants.” it is an account
rendered by Thos. Mears of Bell Foundry,
0
6
Whitechapel, London, dated 11th July
1833, for re-casting bell number 3. The
0
0
document is very faded but is believed to
£24 0 0
read:“ Sir, I beg leave to hand you the above
£116 14 11¼
account and by favouring me with a remit£287 14 11¼
tance for the same will be esteemed a favour
by:Sir, your obt. servant,
Thos. Mears”
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The cost in this elaborately worded bill was £12-15-3d. Of
interest is the stated weight of the new bell, 6 cwt 1 qr. 11
lbs. costing £38-10-3d, whereas in “Dove on line” it is now
quoted as only 5 cwt -3 qts.-6 lbs!
Among the 91 old documents no longer with us it is believed
that between 1691 and 1694, Eling had its “Church of St.
Nicholas, Cherington” moment. The bells disappeared! One
of the old papers stated that on July 13th 1691:“This day ordered at a parish meeting that the Churchwardens
Wm ffry & Wm Cheever shall as speedily and effectually take the
best course they can by Law to recover their bells again, being
violently and illegally carried away without consent by John Guy
& Phinehas Rolfe the old Churchwardens. In witness whereof
we sett our hands the day and yeare above written to this present
order.
John Pinhorn, Vicar, John Mill, George Stanley, and nine others.”
In 1901, the Revd. Thistle, writing in one of his articles,
states that clearly the bells were retrieved before 1775. They
were found, located at one of the principle bell foundries of

the eighteenth century, that at Reading. However the Parish
was put to great expense as the case lasted about three years
and, in 1901, Revd. Thistle had discovered the attorney’s
bill of costs. It covered seven pages of “long narrow folio,
containing forth-five items to a page, and is written in a small
exceedingly neat hand”. This was submitted when the proceedings were two years underway. The total sum on the bill was
£256-4s-4d, and another lost document is a receipt for £323-4 from the Churchwardens, on account. In Revd. Thistle’s
writings he discovered another old document indicating that
a bill for the residue should be sent to those in the big house!
(Namely Sir John Mill and Mr. Stanley). Of the two men
who “violently and illegally carried away the Church Bells”,
they seem to “have found it convenient to leave the parish”.
Revd. Thistle had searched the Overseers’ Lists but found
their appearance terminated after 1691. The bells must have
been reinstated by the turn of the century since an entry in
Churchwardens’ Accounts for that year lists:“beere for the ringers”. A happy ending.
Derek Jackson

The Guild - What came before 1879?
Part 4

T

he Guild was inaugurated at St. Michael’s church,
Basingstoke on Friday 20th June 1879 (NOT the 26th
as appears in early Guild literature). Details appear in the
Basingstoke Parish Magazine for 1879, held at Winchester
Record Office under 46M74/PZ27, as follows :“A very successful and largely attended meeting was held in
the Chapter Room, Basingstoke, on Friday June 20th, for the
purpose of forming a diocesan Society of Bell Ringers. The
chair was taken by Melville Portal, Esq., and there were representatives from some twenty parishes present, together with
our own Ringers headed by Mr. Redgrove. The objects of the
Society, as explained by the Rev. A. D. Hill are:
1st.-The due recognition of Ringers as Church officials.
2nd.-The care of Bells and Belfries.
3rd.-The cultivation of Change ringing.
And in order to carry out this scheme which was fully approved of by the meeting, the following were appointed as a
Committee:
Revs. A. D. Hill, C. H. Lacon, F. T. Madge, W. B. Money, H.
A. Spiers, H. G. Sumner, and Mr. G. H. Barnett.
Our Bells and Belfry elicited warm expressions of approval
at the meeting, and during the day several peals and touches
were rung both by our own ringers and also by those who
had come from various parts of the country. We heartily wish
the Society success.”
Considerable work had been performed on the bells, initiated by Rev. C.H. Lacon, involving rehanging, recasting and
retuning, with an attempt to replace call-change ringing by
change ringing. The three objectives above were quite revolutionary. The majority of bands had one man for each bell,
ringing call-changes from cards laid on the floor in front of
them. Change ringing in Hampshire was limited to Newport
I.O.W and Holy Rood, Southampton. In the wider Winchester Diocese, which reached to the outskirts of London,
it was also practised at Leatherhead, led by the Simmonds
brothers. Ringing for Sunday service rarely took place. Bands

were employed by the civic authorities and paid to ring for a
list of national occasions. If a man were to miss any of these
it would disrupt the ringing, and he would be fined a sum
of money specified in the local set of “Bellringers’ Rules”.
Respect for the church was negligible, with the belfry used as
a club house, where the band members smoked their pipes,
drank ale from large ringers’ jugs and gambled on various
sporting events.
One is tempted to think that ringing as we know it only
started in 1879. However, if you read from the vast amount
of books and documentation in the Central Council Library,
Record Offices, Guild Libraries and Ringing bookstalls, you
will find fascinating accounts of ringing activities that finally
led, in the nineteenth century, to the formation of Diocesan
and County Guilds. I have tried to list some of those pre1879 items that helped shape the W. & P. To date I have 237
but, hopefully, readers will contribute a few more. I have
previously submitted 42 of mine. Here are some more:(43)1684 First “long length” of Minor rung. St. Mary
Overy’s,Southwark.
Tuesday 18th November 1684 (Using the Julian calendar).
St.Mary Overy’s, Southwark., eight bells, tenor 47 cwt. (
Since 3rd July 1905 it is known as Southwark Cathedral).
“ The first great performance we have any account of was at St.
Mary Overy’s on the six largest bells as follows - 18th November
1684, the College Youths rung three 720s, being the first time
that ever so much was rung without standing : the peals were
Oxford Treble Bob, College Single and Oxford Single - the whole
number of changes were 2,160”
This was the longest length of change ringing ever rung, and
probably required three men on the tenor, with two on the
other bells. VERY hard work !
Re-enactment was at Southwark Cathedral on Sunday 18th
November 1984, taking 1 hr. 47 mins, in period costume.
[See “The Ringing World No. 3842, (14/12/1984), p 1057]
(44) 1684. (Using Julian calendar).
HUSBANDMAN’S MAGAZINE contains “The Noble
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Recreation of Ringing” by T.S.
(45) 1684. (Using Julian calendar).
Publication of “SCHOOL of RECREATION: Or, A GUIDE
TO THE MOST INGENIOUS EXERCISES OF HUNTING, RIDING, RACING, FIREWORKS, MILITARY
DISCIPLINE, THE SCIENCE OF DEFENCE, HAWKING,
TENNIS, BOWLING, RINGING, SINGING, COCKFIGHTING, BOWLING and ANGLING.” Price one shilling,
by R.H. One of the ‘exercises’ is bell ringing, but technically
of little value since it contains some instruction in Plain
Changes only. Interesting historically from its quaint literary
manner.
In 1705 this publication was advertised in “The Flying Post”
and in “The Post Master” up until July, price one shilling.
(46) 1686. (Using Julian calendar).
Formation of Painswick Society of Change Ringers, in
Gloustershire.
(47) In the 17th Century, above.
350 new rings of bells were installed in English churches.
Mainly after the Restoration of the Monarchy in 1660. However there was a big decline between 1688 and 1690. This
coincided with an unsettled period following the arrival of
William of Orange. Methods (or “peals” as they were called)
were for 5 bell towers, were 120 changes long, and numbers
were learned in their entirety by each ringer on his own bell.
This is how Fabian Stedman rang his own method!
(48) 1690. Possibly the first True Peal.
Tuesday 7th January 1690 (Using Julian calendar). At St.
Sepulchre-without -Newgate, London. 5040 Restoration
Triples in 3 hours and 45 minutes. (This is in Benjamin Annable’s notebook in the British Library. However it uses only
Plain Changes.) [See 1715]
(49) 18th Century. Early conducting.
40 Parliamentary Acts produced a considerable increase of
church building in Great Britain, all with towers or steeples.
1350 new rings of bells were installed, and about 2000 others
were augmented. In 1700 only 49 churches contained 8 bells;
few had more.
It became more difficult to learn all the changes in an extent
when 5 bells were augmented to 6 (720 changes) and so ringers in future books were encouraged to “Learn the “method”,
NOT the “long peal.” A conductor was now required to have
a different skill on 6 or more bells. “He that does ring the
half-hunt may give notice by saying EXTREAM the change
before the extream is made.”
(50) 18th Century.
Churchwardens’ accounts for bell ropes can be found in some
churches. They were made from hemp, which was grown in
Dorset and south Somerset. They were supplied to ropewalks
in most of the larger centres of population. Ropes cost about
5d per lb. However the beginning of the American War of
Independence (1775), produced a high demand for cordage
and began an inflationary spiral. This continued during the
Napoleonic wars. In 1828 cost was about 1/- per lb.
(51) 1700. (Using Julian calendar).
Publication of the chapter “Directions for Ringing the most
usual peals that belong to the Art”, from “A RICH CABINET with variety of INVENTIONS” by John White.(See
1677) “Art of Artificial Fireworks, likewise the Art of Gardening with an excellent receipt (sic.) to make valuable liquor
agreeable to all constitutions”.
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(52) 1702. (Using Julian calendar).
Publication of “CAMPANALOGIA IMPROVED” or “THE
ART OF RINGING MADE EASIE” “with Plain Rules
whereby the careful practitioner may attain to the Knowledge
of Ringing all manner of double, triple and quadruple changes, with a variety of new Peals upon 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9 bells”
Price two shillings, by J.D. & C.M. (J.D. was John Doleman,
and C.M. was Charles Marsh, members of the Society of
London Scholars). It contained a 1344 of Plain Bob Major
(Using small bells as observation, and tenors NOT together),
only one peal of Caters, a 5760, and no peals of Triples. It
became known as “THE LONDON SCHOLARS’ BOOK”
In April 1702 this publication was advertised in “The Post
Man”, and in July in “The Daily Courant”
Introduction of the term “BOB”. “…….there is now, and
for some Time has been, a Word call’d Bob, instead of Extream;
upon what account the Word was changed, we know not; yet,
nevertheless, for Fashion’s Sake, we advise everyone to use it.
…..”
First mention of the term “quarter peal”. Found on page 131
“The Quarter Peal of Grandsire Triples (1260)”
13 copies of this edition exist, 12 within the U.K. . [See “The
Ringing World No. 5201, (31/12/2010)]
(53) 1703.(Using Julian calendar).
Abraham Rudhall, bell founder in Gloucester, casts a new
octave for St. Thomas, Portsmouth. It is transported via barge
and ship around the coast to Portsmouth.
(54) 1705. (Using Julian calendar).
Second edition of “CAMPANALOGIA IMPROVED” (See
1702). Almost identical to first edition (including errors!),
apart from the revised title page. A slow seller, it was advertised in 1722 costing only 1/6d.
14 copies of this edition exist,10 are within the U.K. [See
“The Ringing World No. 5201, (31/12/2010)]
(55) 1706 (Using Julian calendar).
Friday 19th July 1706. Death of Richard Duckworth at
Steeple Aston, Oxfordshire. Author of “TINTINNALOGIA
or the ART of RINGING” - “By a Lover of the Art”. He was
not popular or a success as a clergyman.
(See 1668 and 1680)
(56) New bells.
Many individuals made donations towards new bells in the
U.K., which then bore inscriptions bearing their name. E.g.
Theodore Eccleston, wealthy Quaker, aged 25, paid for 6 new
bells at St. Mary, Coddenham, Suffolk; paid for Stoneham
Aspal’s 5 bells to be recast as Suffolk’s first ring of ten, and, in
1747 he is recorded as paying for two bells at Winchester Cathedral. In fact a new ring of bells, cast by Richard Phelps of
Whitechapel (The first bell founder to employ specialist bellhangers) was installed at Winchester in 1734, replacing the
seven bells that were swing/chimed from the ground floor.
The wooden frame was made for the octave at Winchester
by John Williams of Kings Sutton, Northamptonshire, and
is inscribed with his name and the date, 1734. It was placed
diagonally in the tower in the manner pioneered by his father
Thomas Williams. By this date he was under the patronage of
Theodore Eccleston, and was living in Stonham Aspal. [Details can be found in “The Ringing World”, No. 4763,(9th
August 2002), p815]. All of Phelps Winchester bells, except
the fifth, required recasting that century.
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Twenty four bell founders were working in England, due to
the vast increase in trade. (See No.49) Abraham Rudhall in
Gloucester was the most progressive. He was one of the first
businessmen to advertise in the expanding newspaper press.
In these newspapers, each half year, he also gave a full account of all bell work undertaken. Situated next to the River
Severn he used the only feasible means of transporting bells.
In the 1709 edition of “The Post Man” he claimed that, since
1684, to have cast bells for seven cities, forty-eight market
towns and two hundred and forty-six parishes in various parts
of the country. In 1703 he cast, then shipped new bells to St.
Thomas’s Parish Church, Portsmouth.
In 1710, the founder Charles Newman of Norwich, advertised his bells in “The Norwich Gazette”.
(57) 1711. (Using Julian calendar).
The earliest documented details of a competition between

ringers. This was on the ground floor ring of 6 bells at All
Saints, Catfield, Norfolk. Prize was a set of new gloves for
each member of the winning band. Such competitions
became widespread during the century. Type A- Promoted
by local inn keepers in newspapers and on posters. (This type
resulted in a considerable increase in their customers) Type
B. Part of the ceremony in opening a new or augmented ring
of bells. Frequently required three 120s, including one of
Grandsire and one of Old Doubles.
(58) 1711. (Using Julian calendar).
First ring of bells proposed outside Great Britain. Ring of
8 proposed for St. Michael’s, Charleston, South Carolina,
future U.S.A. (See 1744, 1751 and 1754)
Derek Jackson.

FirstPeal2015

H

ave you heard of the First Peal
2015 initiative? Please encourage all those who are aspiring to ring
their first peal. If you think they’re
ready then 2015 is the special year!
First Pealers please consider sharing
your First Peal story at http://www.
firstpeal2015.org/category/first-pealstories/
The peal on 2nd May 1715 at St
Peter Mancroft, Norwich was a
landmark event during a period when
ringers were making great progress.
The previous century had seen change
ringing develop to the point that
many of the concepts and terminology familiar to modern ringers were
already in place.
“One goal of FirstPeal2015 is to help
over 300 ringers to ring their first peal
during the year, which is nearly twice
the average of around 160 that has
been achieved in recent years”
113 ringers had scored their peal by
31st May. The rate of scoring first peals has held up fairly well
since the surge over the tercentenary weekend, being between
90% & 95% of target during May. Well over a third of the
first were Doubles with a quarter Triples, followed by Minor,
Major and Caters. Three firsts were of Surprise Triples,
reflecting the method rung in 1715. The remainder were
evenly split between Doubles, Minor and Major. Several peals
included two firsts, those at: Bletchingdon, Great Wilbraham, Hethersett, Holybourne, Northallerton & Ovingham.
One 6 bell peal rung recently for the Salisbury Guild had 5
first pealers and first as conductor!
FirstPeal2015 is an opportunity to create publicity for
ringing. Our predecessors had their ringing performances
reported in the newspapers, and because they rang for many
public events people usually knew why they were ringing, but
we have to work harder at it. The public loves the sound of
our ringing but because we are largely hidden they are largely
ignorant about how the sound is produced, and its cultural
heritage.

We would like the public to see ringing for what it is – a
skilled, rewarding activity – so it becomes one they hold in
high regard. With this anniversary we can highlight ringing’s
heritage – something the public loves. People are invariably
impressed when they discover what ringing is really about.
Let’s tell them using every means we can: articles in parish
newsletters, posters on village notice boards and web sites,
coverage in local newspapers, TV & radio.
You may find “What is a peal?” (http://cccbr.org.uk/pr/publicity/what-is-a-peal.pdf ) helpful in explaining the significance of
peal ringing.
For anyone wishing to take the step of ringing their first peal
or quarter peal, please be assured that there’s always help
available if needed. Your
Tower Captain’s your first port of call. Congratulations to
those in the first 113 First Pealers in 2015! I’m delighted to
report that several of that number are “W & P” members.
I’m sure we’ll get to chat more about it on Guild A.G.M Day
- 4th July.
Viv Nobbs - Master
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Ten Quarter Peals in One Day
A day of ringing never to be forgotten to raise funds for The Ecchinswell Bell Restoration Trust and the
Teenage and Young Adults Cancer Unit at the Royal Surrey Hospital, Guildford.

T

he 25th April might have seemed like a normal day for
most of you but for me it was a day that had caused me
a lot of stress and sleepless nights!! It was the “10 quarter
peals in one day” sponsored for two of my favourite causes.
The day started at 8:30am at Thatcham; we ascended the
tower thinking we were ringing Grandsire Triples but then
Di and Peter Bridle joined us so we were able to ring Caters
instead. We were all hoping that this was going to be the
story of the day! I’m pleased to say it was. Aldermaston next
where we were joined by Helen Piper, Tim Pink and Chris
Pack. Then it was quarter peal number 2 - Plain Bob Triples
- scored! Here we were given refreshments on the go by Ronnie Slatter and very welcome it was too!
The methods were kept simple so that we stood a chance of
scoring and it looked as if I made the right choice; thanks
go to Simon Edwards and Kieran Downer who ended up
conducting most of the quarters during the day! I was due
to call four of them but my concentration wasn’t up to it
because of my treatment. I called one and jointly called St
Simon’s Doubles with Simon Edwards (as you do!) at Hannington and that was enough for me.

The band at Thatcham, left to right: Roger Thomas, Simon Lipscombe, Di Bridle,
Viv Nobbs, John Simpson, Gill Gardner, Peter Bridle, Aaron Moulder, Simon
Edwards (C), Graham Nobbs

We ended up running at least half an hour late in the morning but we soon made this up. A big thank you is given to
Christine and Peter Hill who were running ahead of us ringing the bells up at each tower in readiness for us. This was a
huge help and I’m truly grateful to them.
The day went on well with no false starts or major mistakes!
Score after score I was beginning to think surely we are
going to lose one but it became apparent when “That’s all”
was called at Burghclere that we had done it!
The quarters were at:
Aldermaston, St. Michael’s, Basingstoke, Burghclere, Hannington, Kingsclere, Monk Sherbourne, Newbury, Oakley,
Shaw, Thatcham,
The “All Day” ringers were:
Simon Edwards, Simon Lipscombe & John Simpson
Graham Nobbs rang in 9.
Kieran Downer was due to join us all day but had car prob-

Aldermaston: Chris Pack, Tim Pink, Helen Piper, Simon Edwards, John
Simpson, Simon Lipscombe (C), Kieran Downer & Graham Nobbs

lems! A last minute train journey meant he could join us for
only 8 (!) of the quarters. A huge thank you to Kieran for his
determination to take part in the day.
The ringers who joined us to make up the other bands
were:
Ros Brandwood, Di Bridle, Peter Bridle, Gill Gardner,
Rosalind Martin, Tim Martin, Aaron Moulder, Viv Nobbs,
Chris Pack, Tim Pink, Helen Piper, Martin Rice, Mark
Robins and Roger Thomas.
The ringers had come from all over - Isle of Wight, Swindon, Newbury, Romsey, Kingsclere, Burghclere, Thatcham,
Shepton Mallet and Bournemouth; this just goes to show
the support I had with this event. We were greeted at the
last tower with cheers from Chris Caryer, Liz Thornton,
Margaret Chapman, Senna Smith, Claire Kemp and Co! I
didn’t feel tired until I sat down at the pub at which point I
felt very emotional and very tired indeed! The Ecchinswell
Bell Restoration Trust Treasurer, John Simpson, said:“Raising £25,000 needed for St Lawrence’s new bells seems
like a very hard target to reach, but with the support that was
given by everyone, in and out of the district, that target has become a bit closer. That support given also reaches out to children
and young adults who have been diagnosed with cancer, giving
them the chance of an improved quality of life and chances of
survival.
On behalf of the Ecchinswell Bell Restoration committee, I
would like to give a massive thank you to everyone who was
involved in the day either through sponsoring us, by helping
us with ringing or making refreshments. The money raised - £
2,137 - is being split 50/50 between the two chosen charities.
The organisation of such a large event took a lot of blood sweat
and tears but it was well and truly worth it. It was such a
memorable day. Well done Simon!”
A big thank you to everyone, It was a honour to ring with
you all and, in my eyes, you’re all stars! :-)
Simon Lipscombe
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